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The direct radiative recombination~RR! to n53, 4, and 5 levels and the resonant dielectronic recombination
~DR! cross section involving 2p→3d excitation of Sc-like barium Ba351 and Ti-like barium Ba341 are
calculated and compared with a recent electron beam ion trap experiment at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology. Assuming a fractional population of Ba351 in the trap of about 30%, we obtain good
agreement between theory and experiment for the cross section ratios~DR!/s~RR!~n54!, as well as for
s~RR!~n55!/s~RR!~n54!. The result confirms again that the simple angular momentum averaged procedure
can be effective in treating DR for heavy open-shell ions when the energy resolution is not high. A large, broad
peak below 2 keV in the x-ray spectrum is being theoretically examined.@S1050-2947~96!04008-5#

PACS number~s!: 34.80.Kw, 32.80.Hd

I. INTRODUCTION

The availability of the electron beam ion trap~EBIT! at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory~LLNL !, Oxford,
and the National Institute of Standards and Technology
~NIST! has opened up a rich field of experiments with highly
charged ions at low velocities. There have been several re-
cent measurements of x-ray spectra emitted by highly
charged ions produced by EBIT@1,2# and merged beams@3#
that involve electron capture with inner-shell excitations.

In a recent investigation carried out with the EBIT at
NIST, scandiumlike barium Ba351~@Ar#3d3! and titaniumlike
barium Ba341~@Ar#3d4! ions were created, trapped, and ex-
cited using an electron beam of approximately 2.3 keV en-
ergy. A strong x-ray emission peak was observed at 4.6 keV,
and several smaller peaks were measured at lower energies,
down to approximately 2 keV where the spectrum is gradu-
ally cut off due to detector limitations~Fig. 1!. This experi-
ment is particularly interesting because x-ray peaks arising
from both dielectronic recombination~DR!, labeleda in Fig.
1, and radiative recombination~RR!, labeledb in Fig. 1, can
be studied simultaneously. Since the binding energy of the
3d orbital is about 2.3 keV and noting the energy difference
between the 2p and 3d orbitals is 4.6 keV, we attributed the
principal x-ray peak to a DR process in which a continuum
electron collisionally excites a 2p electron in the trapped ion
and is in turn captured into the 3d orbital. One of the
M -shell electrons (3d) of the recombined ion subsequently
decays radiatively to the 2p vacancy, thereby emitting a 4.6
keV x-ray, i.e., an x ray of energy twice the incident kinetic
energy of the projectile electron. The peak due to this DR
process is denoted in Fig. 1 asab because it also contains
contributions from RR corresponding to radiative capture
into states with principal quantum numbern53. The smaller
DR peak labeleda8 at 4.0 keV corresponds to radiative de-
cay of anM -shell 3s electron into the 2p vacancy. The x ray

peaks at 3.7 keV (b4) and at 3.3 keV (b5) and 3.4 keV (b4)
correspond to direct radiative capture into states withn54
and 5, respectively, while the broad peak (b) at 2.9 keV
corresponds to RR into states withn>6. Finally, a very large
and broad bump (c) was observed, stretching over the en-
ergy range 1–2 keV. This peak is not treated here. The de-
pendence of this spectrum on electron-beam energy was
studied by varying the beam energy by as much as 100 eV
on both sides of the DR resonance. These spectra are shown
in Fig. 2. We note that as the kinetic energy of the electron
beam moves away from the DR resonance energy the RR
peak inab shifts to higher energy while the resonances,a
and a8, gradually disappear. Peaksb4 andb5 ~as well as
bump c! remain more or less the same in magnitude but

FIG. 1. Sc-like barium spectrum at an electron-beam energy of
approximately 2350 eV and a beam current of 65 mA. The detector
resolution is about 200 eV, and the spread in electron-beam energy
is about 30 eV. The spectrum was acquired over six hours.
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slowly shift to higher energies with increasing electron en-
ergy. The main peakab is reduced in size off resonance, but
there is a small recognizable peak which persists at about 4.6
keV. This important information, together with approximate
energy levels of the ground and excited states of Ba351 cal-
culated by Kim @4#, is sufficient to assign tentatively the
peaksb4 andb5 and the residual peak inab to RR pro-
cesses, and the main portion of the peakab anda8 to DR
processes.

We present here the experimental data of DR and RR for
the Ba341 and Ba351 target ions and details of an estimation
of their cross sections. Our calculations indicate that the 4.6
keV peakab and the peaka8 at 4 keV do indeed arise from
DR and estimates of the relative magnitude of the accompa-
nying RR cross sections are found to be in favorable agree-
ment with the data.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DISCUSSION

The operation of the EBIT has been described in several
reviews@5#. Briefly, the EBIT consists of a 10–150 mA elec-
tron beam focused to less than 100mm diameter by a strong
magnetic field. The electron beam is accelerated to between
1 keV and 30 keV by a series of positively biased cylindrical
electrodes or drift tubes. Atoms and low-charged ions that

are injected into the center of the drift tubes are stripped to
higher-charge states by the electron beam and trapped radi-
ally by the space charge of the electron beam as well as the
action of the magnetic field. The trap along the electron
beam is formed by a collection of three drift tubes, a center
drift tube and two end caps. The end caps are biased 100–
500 V above the center one to provide axial trapping for the
ions. The electron-ion interaction energy is controlled by the
absolute voltage applied to the center drift tube.

Barium is perhaps the easiest element to study in the
EBIT because it is a primary dopant in the electron gun
cathode, and sufficient barium evaporates from the heated
cathode to provide an abundant source for the trap. To make
a specific charge state, the electron-beam energy must be
tuned appropriately~to an energy above the ionization poten-
tial of the next lowest-charge state, but slightly below the
ionization potential of the desired charge state!. The energy
of the electron beam is controlled by the voltageV0 applied
to the center drift tube, but it is not exactly equal toeV0. The
space charge of the electron beam depresses the on-axis po-
tential somewhat, and therefore lowers the electron-beam en-
ergy below this. It is a simple matter to calculate the effect of
the electron space charge on the energy@6#, but inside the
EBIT there is a complication due to the partial neutralization

FIG. 2. Sc-like barium spectra taken at
electron-beam energies ranging from 2270 eV to
2440 eV in steps of 10 eV. The top graph shows
the spectra for energies above the main DR reso-
nance, with the beam energy decreasing with off-
set from thex axis. The bottom graph shows the
spectra for energies below the main DR reso-
nance, with the beam energy increasing with off-
set from thex axis.
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of the negative electron space charge by the positive charge
of trapped ions. It is difficult to determine the total number
of trapped ions of all charge states~including those of any
background gas trapped!, but through a combination of cal-
culation and measurement of the position of certain radiative
recombination~RR! lines, it is possible to get a good esti-
mate. We estimate that the overall space-charge correction to
the energy is 150 eV, with an uncertainty of650 eV. In
order to produce Ba351, it is necessary for the electron-beam
energy to be greater than the ionization potential of Ti-like
barium ~2.259 keV!. In order to prevent the conversion of
Ba351 into Ba361, it is necessary to tune the beam energy to
just below the ionization potential of the Ba351 state itself
~about 2.355 keV!. We adjusted the drift tube potential so as
to give a space-charge corrected value of the beam energy of
about 2.35 keV. We confirmed that the beam energy was in
the correct place by monitoring a previously observed@7#
visible line in Ti-like barium using a monochromator and
phototube. By maximizing the strength of this line and then
increasing the center drift tube voltage by 100 V, we could
be confident that the beam was optimized for producing Sc-
like barium.

The EBIT was designed with several side ports at 90° to
the electron beam which look directly into the ion trap. Cer-
tain ports are covered by thin~0.125 mm! beryllium win-
dows, so as to hold the vacuum without appreciably attenu-
ating x rays of energy greater than 2.5 keV. We took a
number of Sc-like barium spectra using a solid-state Si~Li !
detector. The spectrum shown in Fig. 1 was integrated over
six hours at an estimated beam energy of 2.35 keV and a
beam current of 56 mA. Although the monochromaticity of
the electron beam has not been measured directly, we expect
that the energy spread in the beam is less than 50 eV and
probably less than 30 eV full width at half maximum
~FWHM!. The detector has an energy resolution of approxi-
mately 200 eV, and the combined detector-window system
has about 45% efficiency at 2.5 keV, which increases to
about 75% at 3.5 keV and 90% at 4.5 keV.

Using a computer simulation of the evolution of the
charge state balance within the trap@8#, which neglects the
effect of DR, we estimate that over 90% of the trapped
barium ions are either in the Ba341 or Ba351 states, with a
ratio of 1:1.4 between them at 2.35 keV electron-beam en-
ergy. Including the effect of the expected DR process in the
calculation, the ratio of Ba351 to Ba341 may be reduced sig-
nificantly. In the analysis that follows, we account for this
reduction by allowingP, the ratio of Ba351 ion density to the
sum of the Ba351 and Ba341 ion densities, to be reduced by a
factor ofb ~0,b,1! which we track throughout the analysis
to insure that the final comparison with theory is not circular.
To confirm the line identifications described above, we mea-
sured spectra at a number of different beam energies in 10
eV steps. The precision with which we can change the center
electron-beam energy is better than 2 eV, although the
spread in electron-beam energy might be several tens of eV.
The spectra taken at steps in beam energy are shown in Fig.
2. The main peak (ab) is reduced in magnitude as the beam
energy is varied and at the same time its centroid shifts with
energy. This is because the peak (ab) is composed of one
DR peak and one RR peak. The resonant DR peak does not
move, but its intensity is reduced when the RR peak moves.

Therefore the overall shift is more apparant off resonance.
The radiative recombination~RR! lines all shift in the direc-
tion of change in the beam energy.

III. DR CROSS SECTION

The DR process proceeds as

e21AZ1~ i !→A~Z21!1** ~d!→A~Z21!1* ~ f !1\v. ~1!

The initial capture is a resonant process with conservation of
energy and momentum leading to a doubly excited autoion-
izing resonance stateA** . As this state relaxes by x-ray
emission (d→ f ), the x-ray energies\v5Ed2Ef provide
the distinct signature of the process. The DR cross section
sDR( i→d→ f ) calculated in the distorted-wave–projection
operator method@9# and in the isolated resonance approxi-
mation, is given explicitly by

sDR~ i ,ec→d→ f !5
4p

~kca0!
2 t0Va~d→ i ,ec!v~d→ f !

3 d̃~Ed→Ei1ec!~pa0
2!, ~2!

wherekc is the wave number of the continuum electron,a0 is
the Bohr radius, andt0 is the atomic unit of time.Va( i→d)
is the inverse of the autoionization rateAa(d→ i ) of the in-
termediate state, and they are related byVa5gd/(2gi)Aa ,
wheregd andgi are the statistical weights of the intermediate
and initial states, respectively. Also introduced in~2! is the
fluorescence yield

v~d!5
G r~d!

G r~d!1Ga~d!
5

G r~d!

G~d!
5(

f
v~d→ f !, ~3!

whereG r(d)5( fAr(d→ f ) andGa(d)5( i 8Aa(d→ i 8) are
the total radiative and autoionization widths, respectively, of
the d state of full widthG(d)5G r(d)1Ga(d). The Lorent-
zian factor is defined as

d̃~Ed→Ei1ec![
G~d!

2pF ~Ei1ec2Ed!
22

G~d!2

4 G ,

with E d̃ dec51. ~4!

All possible statesi that are connected tod, and which are
allowed by energy conservation and angular momentum and
parity rules, are summed over inGa(d).

The bound-state orbitals used in the calculation of
Aa(d→ i ) and the radiative decay rateAr(d→ f ) are com-
puted numerically with the nonrelativistic, single-
configuration Hartree-Fock code@10#. The continuum-wave
function is calculated with the Hartree-Fock direct and ex-
plicit nonlocal exchange potentials. Because of the strong
configuration mixing required for the ions of interest here,
and the large number of angular momentum coupled states
involved in the intermediate states (d), Aa andAr may be
conveniently evaluated in an angular momentum average
~AMA ! scheme in which all the couplings are averaged. This
scheme only requires specification of the orbitals directly
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involved and their statistical factors@11#. Spectator electrons
play no direct role in AMA, except to screen the active elec-
trons ~thereby altering the radial wave functions! and to
modify some of the statistical factors. An additional justifi-
cation for the choice of the AMA is that the experimental
width of the electron beam isDBexp;30 to 50 eV, which
averages out contributions from many term levels. Our past
experience shows that the AMA and the resultings̄DR are
quite reasonable, particularly when dominant statesd are in-
volved, as is the case here@12#. @For a givend-state configu-
ration there is only one AMA state but, in general, manyLS
terms, so the calculation of DR cross sections is conveniently
done in the AMA scheme. In fact, in the limit thatG r@Ga ,
v(d);1, and the total DR cross sections obtained in differ-
ent coupling schemes are identical to that of the AMA be-
cause of the sum over all terms involved.# The AMA scheme
tends to overestimate the cross section by roughly
20%;40%, however.

Since the full widthG(d) of the DR peak described byd̃
is very narrow, on the order of;0.1 eV or less, it is conve-
nient for comparison with experiment to define an energy
averaged cross section@11#

s̄DR~ i ,ec→d→ f !5
1

Dec
E sDR~ i ,ec→d→ f !dec8

[
SDR

Dec
, ~5!

whereec is the kinetic energy of the recombining electron.
Obviously, s̄DR depends on the choice ofDec , while
SDR5Decs̄

DR for the area under the DR peak is independent
of Dec . The energy-averaged form is especially useful when
experimental energy resolution of the electron beam is much
larger thanG(d), and/or in describing many resonances
which are present in a small energy interval. The choice for
the energy binDec is completely arbitrary, so long as
Dec@G(d). Two convenient choices areDec5W5the
detector-window resolution, orDec5DB5the electron-
beam width. We choose in this paper

Dec5W, ~6!

because the DR data are presented with the widthW. As will
become clear below, however, the final comparison is inde-
pendent of this choice, especially whenW.DB.

IV. RR CROSS SECTION

We estimate the direct radiative recombination cross sec-
tion sRR for the processes

e21@Ar#3dn→@Ar#3dn111\v, ~7!

e21@Ar#3dn→@Ar#3dn4l1\v, ~8!

wheren54 for the Ba341 ion andn53 for the Ba351 ion.
The direct recombination cross section defined for capture
~8! into a completely empty subshellnl is given by@13,14#

snl
~0!RR5

16

3&a2 S \v

mc2D
3Smc2

ec
D 1/2@ l ~Rnl

ecl21
!21~ l11!

3~Rnl
ecl11

!2#~pa0
2!, ~9!

wherea5e2/\c andec is the energy of the continuum elec-

tron. The radial integrals in~9! are defined asRnl
ecl 8

5*0
`Recl 8Rnlr

3dr, whereRnl andRecl 8 are the bound state
and continuum radial wave functions, respectively, and
Recl 8 is here momentum normalized@13#. For capture~7!

into a partially filled shell, the RR cross section is reduced
simply as

snl
RR5

hf
2~2l f11!

snl
~0!RR, ~10!

wherehf is the number of holes in the subshellnl f before the
radiative recombination transition andl f is the orbital angu-
lar momentum quantum number. The bound-state and
continuum-wave functions are calculated as in the DR case
described above. Alternatively, we may also obtain thesnl

RR

using the scaled Coulomb formula given in Ref.@9#, with
Zeff5(ZC1ZI)/2;45, whereZC is the nuclear core charge of
the target ion andZI is the degree of ionization of the target
ion before capture. For sufficiently largen, the RR cross-
section scales as 1/n3, as can be seen from Kramer’s formula
@15#,

sn
Kramer~pa0

2!5
8p

3)

a0
3

n̄3
Zeff
4

ecS ec1 Zeff
2

2n̄2D
, ~11!

where n̄ is the average effective principal quantum number
given by n̄5n2m, andm is the quantum defect. In general,
the relativistic and multipole contributions are known@13# to
approximately cancel each other, so that the simple nonrela-
tivistic dipole approximation~9! seems to provide a reliable
estimate.

While the DR cross section described above is peaked at a
particular resonance energy, the nonresonant RR cross sec-
tion is continuous and slowly varying with the beam energy.
Therefore for comparison with experiment the RR cross sec-
tion is integrated over an energy bin width equal to the width
of the experimental electron-beamDB as

SRR5E
DB

sRRdec.DBs̄RR, ~12!

where it is assumed thatDB,W. In the opposite case of
W,DB, theDB in ~12! is to be replaced byW.

V. RESULTS

The spectrum shown in Fig. 1 contains all the x rays
emitted by both the RR and DR processes for an electron-
beam energy of 2.35 keV~with strong attenuation below 2
keV due to absorption in the beryllium windows!. Since the
absolute x ray intensities depend on, among other factors, the
trapped ion density and the overlap between the electron
beam and the ions, which are not known, we focus on only
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their relative magnitudes. In this case, we are comparing
resonant and nonresonant total cross sections, each with a
unique energy dependence. ThereforeSDR of ~5! andSRR of
~12! are the basic theoretical quantities for comparison with
experiment, since these are the quantities that the experimen-
talist directly measures.~It is also assumed that the x-ray
detector for the RR and DR at 90° does not affect the relative
ratios.!

A. Theoretical result

The results of the calculation are presented in Tables I and
II. The autoionization and radiative rates calculated in the
AMA scheme are presented in units of 1/sec. Reemphasizing
that the choice of the energy averaging bin sizeDec is com-
pletely arbitrary@i.e., for Dec@G(d)#, the DR cross section
is averaged over a bin size equal to the resolution of the
x-ray detectorW whereDec5W5(1563) Ry. This depen-
dence will drop out in the cross-section ratios. The AMA
procedure generally overestimatessDR by approximately
20%–40%, so that the corrected theoretical ratio should be
reduced@11,12# by a factor of 1.3. Although the AMA theory

is relatively simple, the adjustment factor in fact contains the
details of state coupling; it is the result of many detailed
calculations performed previously.

For the Ba351 system, we find that the autoionization
width of the resonance stated51s22s22p53s23p63d5 is
Ga(d)50.17231016 sec21, the radiative width is
G r(d)50.27331015 sec21, and thus the fluorescence yield is
v(d)50.137. The energy averaged total DR cross section for
the 2p→3d excitation capture is then

s̄Ba351
DR

52.7310221 cm2/1.352.1310221 cm2, ~13!

where both the 3d→2p and 3s→2p radiative decay contri-
butions are included. For the Ba341 case with
d51s22s22p53s23p63d6 we find that Ga50.20331016

sec21, Gr50.31831015 sec21, v50.136, yielding

s̄Ba341
DR

51.9310221 cm2/1.351.4310221 cm2. ~14!

The 2P1/222P3/2 splitting is on the order of 500 eV, so only
the 2P3/2 excitations satisfy the resonance condition. This is

TABLE I. The autoionization and radiative rates for the resonance state 1s22s22p53s23p63d5 of the
Ba351 ion are presented in units of~1/sec! in the AMA coupling scheme. Brackets indicate powers of 10.

i ec~Ry! l c Aa(d→ i ,l c) f Ar(d→ f ) \v~Ry!

@Ar#3d3 172 1 0.310@114# @Ar#3d4 0.259@115# 340
3 0.418@115# @Ar#3s3d5 0.136@114# 315
5 0.567@113#

@Ne#3p63d5 131 1 0.547@113#
@Ne#3s3p53d5 141 0 0.126@115#

2 0.341@113#
@Ne#3s3p63d4 156 1 0.146@113#

3 0.126@114#
@Ne#3s23p43d5 151 1 0.528@115#

3 0.127@114#
@Ne#3s23p53d4 166 0 0.468@114#

2 0.493@115#
4 0.401@114#

TABLE II. The autoionization and radiative rates for the resonance state 1s22s22p53s23p63d6 of the
Ba341 ion are presented in units of~1/sec! in the AMA coupling scheme. Brackets indicate powers of 10.

i ec~Ry! l c Aa(d→ i ,l c) f Ar(d→ f ) \v~Ry!

@Ar#3d4 178 1 0.454@114# @Ar#3d5 0.305@115# 339.0
3 0.615@115# @Ar#3s3d6 0.133@114# 312.0
5 0.821@113#

@Ne#3p63d6 135 1 0.538@113#
@Ne#3s3p53d6 145 0 0.126@115#

2 0.325@113#
@Ne#3s3p63d5 161 1 0.177@113#

3 0.147@114#
@Ne#3s23p43d6 155 1 0.517@115#

3 0.126@114#
@Ne#3s23p53d5 172 0 0.542@114#

2 0.576@115#
4 0.471@114#
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accounted for by further reducing the DR cross sections ob-
tained in the AMA scheme by a factor of 1/1.5, as has been
done above.

Tables III and IV show the direct radiative recombination
~RR! cross sections along with the photon energies corre-
sponding to the electron-beam energy of 172 Ry52.35 keV.
Since the energy of the emitted x ray is the same in both
cases, we first note that the peakab is a combination of DR
(2p1 l c→3d3d→2p3d1g) and RR~n53!. From Tables
I–IV, the theoretical cross-section ratios for the two ions are

s̄Ba351
DR

s̄Ba351
RR

~n53!
;13, ~15!

and

s̄Ba341
DR

s̄Ba341
RR

~n53!
;11.

Therefore the contribution of about 8% to theab peak from
direct radiative recombination to then53 level, ~RR, n53!,
must be subtracted before comparing with the theory.

Next, we examine the relative size of the two DR peaks
ab anda8. They arise from the initial radiationless capture
2p1 l c→3d3d followed by radiative decays; either 3d→2p
~with a photon energy 4.6 keV for Ba351!; or 3s→2p ~with
a photon energy 4 keV for Ba351!. Similar decays occur for
the Ba341 ion. From Tables I and II, the relative probability
for these two branches is

Ar~3d→2p!/Ar~3s→2p!.19. ~16!

This is consistent with the ratio seen in Fig. 1, where the two
DR peaks,a[ab2b3 and a8, have an intensity ratio of
about 16.

In order to compare the resonant DR process with the
nonresonant RR process, we adopt the energy integrated
cross-sectionS. For the DR case, we have

SDR[s̄DRW, ~17!

which is independent ofW, the detector resolution. For the
RR case, assumingW.DB,

SRR[s̄RRDB. ~18!

FIG. 3. Sc-like barium spectra of the DR peak
ab taken at electron-beam energies ranging from
2270 eV to 2440 eV in steps of 10 eV. The graph
clearly shows the Ba351–Ba341 DR separation.

TABLE III. The direct radiative capture cross sectionsRR is
given for capture into states@Ar#3d3nl for the casesn53, 4, and 5
for the Ba351 ion in ~cm2! corresponding to the experimental elec-
tron beam energyec5173 Ry. Brackets indicate powers of 10.

f \v~Ry! sRR ~cm2!

@Ar#3d4 333.0 1.62@222#
@Ar#3d34s 263.0 3.37@223#
@Ar#3d34p 259.0 1.05@222#
@Ar#3d34d 253.0 1.04@222#
@Ar#3d34 f 247.0 2.68@223#
@Ar#3d35s 226.0 1.63@223#
@Ar#3d35p 224.0 5.10@223#
@Ar#3d35d 221.0 5.58@223#
@Ar#3d35 f 218.0 2.03@223#
@Ar#3d35g 215.0 2.03@224#

TABLE IV. The direct radiative capture cross sectionsRR is
given for capture into states@Ar#3d4nl for the casesn53 and 4 for
the Ba341 ion in ~cm2! corresponding to the experimental electron
beam energyec5173 Ry. Brackets indicate powers of 10.

f \v~Ry! sRR ~cm2!

@Ar#3d5 326.0 1.40@222#
@Ar#3d44s 259.0 3.24@223#
@Ar#3d44p 255.0 1.01@222#
@Ar#3d44d 249.0 1.02@222#
@Ar#3d44 f 243.0 2.55@223#
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As noted earlier,s̄RR is nearly independent ofDB, so that
SRR is proportional toDB. For the present experiment, we
takeDB.~461! Ry. ~See Sec. V D and Fig. 3.!

To facilitate comparison of the DR and RR cross sections
we use then54 RR capture cross section to normalize the
data. This is necessary partly because of the difficulty of
determining absolute ion densities and ion-electron spatial
overlap inside the EBIT. The cross-section ratios are inde-
pendent of these parameters, such as the ion and electron
densities. For convenience, we thus define
h[s̄DR(Dec)/s̄

RR, with Dec given by ~6!. Treating the
Ba351 system first, we find, for the full participation of 6 2p
electrons,

h theory
AMA ~3d→2p!5

s̄DR~3d→2p!

s̄4
RR 5

3.9310221 cm2

2.7310222 cm2;14,

~19!

and

h theory
AMA ~3s→2p!5

s̄DR~3s→2p!

s̄4
RR 5

2.0310222 cm2

2.7310222 cm2;0.7.

The theory must contain the AMA correction factor of 1/1.3
and thep3/2 correction of 1/1.5. Thus for the Ba351 case we
finally have the theoretical result

h theory
corrected~3d→2p!;h theory

AMA ~3d→2p!
1

1.3

1

1.5
;761

h theory
corrected~3s→2p!;h theory

AMA ~3s→2p!
1

1.3

1

1.5
;0.460.1.

~20!

Applying the same procedure to the Ba341 system we
obtain the result summarized in Table V. For this case
we find htheory

AMA (3d→2p)511, htheory
AMA (3s→2p)50.5,

htheory
corrected(3d→2p)5661, andhtheory

corrected(3s→2p)50.360.1.

B. Experimental result

Since experimentallyW.DB, the RR cross section is ef-
fectively measured in terms ofDB. Therefore, following
~12!, it is more convenient for comparison with experiment
to define

h8[
SDR

SRR
.

SDR

DBs̄RR.
s̄DR~W!

s̄RR

W

DB
.h

W

DB
. ~21!

Obviously, theW dependence ofh drops out inh8, since
s̄DR(W) W is independent ofW.

We should make two further points before the comparison
is made. First, for Ba341 and Ba351, the RR x rays are only
separated in energy by about 80 eV, which is well withinW,
so that x rays from both Ba341 and Ba351 are collected. Sec-
ond, the experimentally derived DR cross sections are very
much dependent on the relative abundances of the Ba351 and
Ba341. The DR resonance energy difference for the two
charge states is also;80 eV, which is outside the electron
beam widthDB. Therefore, whenec is fixed at the DR reso-
nance for the Ba351 ion, no DR is allowed for the Ba341

target ion~see Sec.V D.! The theoreticalh8 should be further
multiplied byP, the ratio of the Ba351 ion density to the sum
of the Ba341 and Ba351 ion densities before comparing with
experiment. Thus

h85
s̄DR~W!

s̄RR S WDB PD . ~22!

ForP.1/3, obtained by combining the results of the numeri-
cal simulation@8# for the charge state distribution and an
intermediate value ofb50.6, we have

W

DB
P.

200 eV

45 eV
31/3.1.560.4, ~23!

and thush8.h in the present experiment.~For comments on
the 45 eV beam width see Sec. V D.! As our assumption for
b varies over the full range of physically allowed values,
corresponding to the DR cross sections varying from the
extremes of zero to infinity, the value listed in~23! remains
between 2.6 and 0, respectively. Our estimates of uncertainty
on ~23! reflect a more reasonable range of allowance for the
DR correction.

The experimental DR (3d→2p) cross section is extracted
from the data by first subtracting the RR~n53! contribution.
To eliminate the dependence on the ionic and electronic den-
sities in this subtraction, we set

sexp
DR,adjusted~3d→2p!

.sexp
DR~3d→2p!2

sexp
RR~n54!

s theory
RR ~n54!

s theory
RR ~n53!. ~24!

The 3s→2p transition corresponding to peaka8 need not be
adjusted. From the fit of the experimental data, we can di-
rectly obtain onlyh8. The relative magnitudes of the DR and
RR peaks~ab andb4! and ~a8 andb4! are then given by

TABLE V. The ratio of the DR and RR cross sectionsh are
given corresponding to capture into 4l levels for the Ba351 and
Ba341 systems.

Ba351

htheory
AMA (3d→2p) 14

htheory
AMA (3s→2p) 0.7

htheory
corrected(3d→2p) 761

htheory
corrected(3s→2p) 0.460.1

Ba341

htheory
AMA (3d→2p) 11

htheory
AMA (3s→2p) 0.6

htheory
corrected(3d→2p) 661

htheory
corrected(3s→2p) 0.360.1
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hexp8 ~3d→2p!.1163,

hexp8 ~3s→2p!.0.860.2. ~25!

Hence, to compare with~20! the quantities in~25! are con-
verted toh using ~21! as

hexp5h83S DB

WPD . ~26!

Comparing~26! with ~20! we find for the Ba351 case

hexp~3d→2p!5763,

hexp~3s→2p!50.562 ~27!

and the theoretical peak ratios are found to be in excellent
agreement with the experimentally observed values.

C. RR ratios

We also compare the relative magnitudes of the RR peaks
j. The theory predicts~see Table III! for Ba351

j~4,5! theory5
s5
RR

s4
RR50.54 ~0.51!,

~28!

j~4,6! theory5
s6
RR

s4
RR50.31 ~0.30!,

and

j~5,6! theory5
s6
RR

s5
RR50.58 ~0.58!,

where the numbers in parentheses are the ratios expected
from then23 scaling behavior ofsRR(n). Thej’s for Ba341

~from Table IV! are similar to the above,~28!. Clearly, the
calculated ratios~which were done in the distorted-wave ap-
proximation! are consistent with then23 scaling. This is also
the case in~11! whenec@~Zeff

2 /2n̄2!. The experiment gives

j~4,5!exp;0.56 ~29!

which is quite close to the theoretical value of 0.52 obtained
from ~26!, after averaging the weighted contributions from
the two charge states.

D. Electron energy dependence of the DR peak

The DR part of peakab @which contains both the DR and
RR ~n53! contributions# may further be analyzed by varying
the electron beam energy. Figure 3 shows two peaks corre-
sponding to the DR contribution from Ba351 and Ba341, re-
spectively. The RR~n53! contribution should be an ap-
proximately constant background on the order of 1/20 of the
large peak value, as shown in~15!. Thus, in Fig. 3, the RR
count should be on the order of 35. The figure shows an
upper bound on the electron-beam width ofDB.5 Ry.65
eV ~FWHM!. The total width of the line is made up by the
fine-structure splitting of the 3d level into j53/2 andj55/2
levels and the electron-beam energy width. The 3d fine-
structure splitting can be calculated to be around 20 eV

which gives a value of about 45 eV for the beam energy
width. This is in accordance with our earlier estimate for the
width to be between 30 eV and 50 eV. We used the above
determined 45 eV beam energy width throughout our analy-
sis. The large peak in Fig. 3 centered aroundec.2330 eV
corresponds to the DR process for the Ba351 target ion, while
the small peak around 2400 eV should be the contribution
from Ba341. The reason for the reduced count rate for the
second peak is the change of the charge state balance by
changing the beam energy. Figure 4 shows the dependence
of the Ba351 and Ba341 charge state populations on the
electron-beam energy using the results of our model calcula-
tions ~Ref. @8#!. To be able to compare the experimental DR
ratios with theory, one has to normalize the peak intensities
to the same number of ions in the particular charge state the
resonance corresponds to. This can be done using the popu-
lations of the corresponding charge states as shown in Fig. 4.
The ratio of the relative population of the Ba351 ions at 2.33
keV and the Ba341 ions at 2.39 keV is 44%/26%51.69.
Since this ratio does not include the effect of DR itself on the
charge state balance the value given here may be biased by
the fact that the DR process removes ions from the particular
charge state in which they are resonant. Multiplying the
theoretical DR cross-section ratio with this number our esti-
mate for the intensity ratio is

s̄DR~351 !

s̄DR~341 !
1.6951.331.6952.2. ~30!

This is very good agreement with the experimentally ob-
served peak intensities shown on Fig. 3. We note that the
changing charge state balance complicates the analysis of the
results in all the cases when the experiment requires the
change of the electron-beam energy. This is the situation,
e.g., when one studies resonant processes just as in our case.
Since DR removes ions from the charge state in which they
are resonant, there are fewer ions in the appropriate charge
state at the peak centroid than in the tails. Thus, the estimate
of the DR cross section obtained by using the integral of the
peak is biased low, and the estimate of the width is biased
high. These biases are not as important in obtaining the ratios
of the two DR resonances, however. To resolve this problem
in future experiments we plan to apply a transient operation

FIG. 4. Relative charge state populations of scandiumlike Ba351

and titaniumlike Ba341 ions in the EBIT as a function of the kinetic
energy of the electron beam.
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technique. In this method one optimizes for a certain charge
state balance at a given beam energy then transiently changes
the beam energy to a different value where the observation is
made. By choosing the off-steady-state time sufficiently
short one can make sure that the number of ions in a given
charge state is always the same independently of the tran-
sient energy. Alternatively, rather than the beam flipping
procedure described above, the beam ramping technique may
also be used.

VI. DISCUSSION
We have presented recent experimental data on RR and

DR processes in Ba351 and Ba341 ions obtained with the
EBIT at NIST, as well as a theoretical analysis. The x-ray
peak (ab), corresponding to the DR 2p→3d excitation fol-
lowed by the 3d→2p radiative decay, has been compared to
then54 RR x-ray peakb4. Note that the energy of the DR
x ray is twice that of the incident electron kinetic energy. In
addition, the smaller peaka8 at 4 keV has been shown to be
consistent with theab peak and withb4. In all cases, good
agreement is obtained to within620%, after slight but jus-
tifiable adjustments are made to both the theoretical and ex-
perimental values. The present analysis confirms our earlier
experience with the AMA procedure that, for complex open-
shell ions such as Ba351,341, and forW andDB large, the
method works well in describing the dominant transitions.
As the experimental resolution improves, more refined treat-
ment should be necessary. Comparisons of the RR peaks
relative to each other was not possible forn.5 due to the
uncertainty in isolating their contributions from the data.
However, the plateau around 2.6 keV is probably due to the
RR contribution fromn.5. Thus all the significant features
of the x-ray spectrum above 2.4 keV have been satisfactorily
explained.

The x-ray energies for the DR processes differ by
;20–30 eV for the Ba351 and Ba341 target ions, whileec for
the two ions differ roughly by 80 eV. Therefore, within the
resolution of the electron beam energyDB<50 eV, it is im-
possible for both ions to be involved in the DR process at the
same time. On the other hand, the RR peaks can have con-
tributions from both charge states, as the detector resolution
isW.200 eV, much larger than the 80 eV difference in the
x rays from two different ions, for eachn. Therefore part of
the broadening of the peaks may be due to the presence of
two or more charge states in the neighborhood of Ba351. We
emphasize that under the experimental conditions
W.DB@G(d) the RR x-ray counts were detected from both
ions Ba351,341 with a band width ofDB, while the DR
counts were from the Ba351 only. Therefore, we except the

spectral shapes to change asW andDB, and their ratio, are
altered.

The final broad peak at the x-ray energies\v,2 keV is
currently being examined theoretically@16#. This peak is
produced mainly by collisional excitation fluorescence along
with the cascade contribution from the primary RR process
discussed above, and by Bremsstrahlung. In addition, the DR
processes contribute which involve theM -shell electron ex-
citations to high Rydberg levels~n.6! accompanied by cap-
ture to these levels. Preliminary estimates indicate that the
individual cross sections for suchM -shell DR processes are
roughly 100 times smaller than the 2p excitation DR consid-
ered above. This is to be expected from the approximaten26

scaling. There are very many available intermediate reso-
nance states to be included, however, with the angular mo-
menta of the levels extending to large valuesl<10. The ex-
plicit calculation of theM -shell DR is difficult and time
consuming, even in the AMA procedure. A direct attempt is
being made@16#, employing the same procedure as in the
L-shell DR, while a simpler alternate theoretical procedure is
being developed. We also conjecture that at least some part
of this low-energy x-ray peak is the result of a recombination
effect @Radiative DR~RDR!# proposed recently@17#, in
which the excitation capture takes place simultaneously with
an x-ray emission. Such a process is DR-like, but nonreso-
nant, and should be important when DR is weak or forbid-
den. Previous estimates suggest that the RDR contribution
can be a few tens of a percent of DR, and can compete with
RR processes as well.

Further experimental study of the DR lines in Ba341 and
Ba351 is being planned, employing a transient technique
which prevents the DR resonance from altering the charge
state balance. By repeatedly switching the electron-beam en-
ergy on to resonance for approximately 10 ms and then off
resonance for approximately 50 ms, the charge balance may
remain approximately steady at its off-resonance value. This
would increase the Ba351 ion fractionP decrease its uncer-
tainty, and simplify the analysis.

This relatively simple EBIT experiment has yielded a sur-
prisingly diverse amount of information, as demonstrated in
this report. In addition, it would be very interesting to extend
the x-ray measurement below the 2 keV limit, where a rich
variety of physical processes are expected.
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